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Hush, little digger, don't say a wordPapa's gonna scoop you a pile of dirt. And if that dirt starts to

overflowPapa's gonna find you a red backhoe.There's rough and tumble fun to be had in the

sandbox where a father and his little digger construct a larger-than-life world of dump trucks,

backhoes, bulldozers, and more.
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This remake of "Hush Little Baby" is creative and the rhymes are surprising, never forced. My niece

and several other kids I love ADORE this book and ask for it over and over. It nicely melds two

major interests of young kids--rhythmic, repetitive text and big equipment! One of my recent

favorites for reading (or singing) aloud.

I read to my son at least twice a day and it is hard to find boy books that are fun and different. This

book foots the bill. He sings the song during the day and he and I enjoy singing it together before

bed. Lots of fun!

Our whole family loves this book. It is such a fun take on the traditional lullaby. My 2 year old boy

loves it as well as my 6 year old girl and 8 year old boy. The rhymes are great and the pictures are



so cute with lots of color. I would highly recommend this book for those of you with boys (only

because it is a boy in the pictures) who love construction equipment and big trucks. I will buy this

book again as a gift.

When we first read this, it seemed awful. The words didn't seem to fit well with the rhythm at all.

However, after reading it a few more times, I found the proper way to "force" the words in to the

rhythm and rhyme, and it was great. The "alternate" version of "hush little baby" can be sung to

entertain many little digger fans. The pictures are also quite entertaining, making this book great for

2-4 year old boys.

We just LOVE this book.... In fact, it is the perfect book for any little boy who loves big trucks,

digging and dirt... I love giving it as a gift with a construction toy for birthday gifts.... It's a MUST

HAVE for your bookshelf.
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